The Seven Steps of Precipitation – Arcturus and Diana – Step Six - Part 1 and 2

Part 1
If you have read the sequence of the Steps to Precipitation in previous postings you will
remember that the 6th and 7th Steps are inverted, for Peace and Aloha of the 6th Ray are the
Ones Who Seal the Creation after it has been completed. In our case here that will not be done
until the late evening of the 9th November.
So welcome to Steps Six.
The Seventh Ray is God’s Freedom, Love, Transformation, Compassion, Mercy and
Forgiveness and it is the Violet and Purple Ray in all Their many hues that Beloved Elohim
Arcturus and Eloah Diana Represent. It is also Represented by Our Beloved Brother Archangel
Zadkiel and Sister Amethyst, and the Chohan Master Saint Germain and Lady Portia.

Beloved Elohim Arcturus Speaks as recorded in the book by Thomas Printz The Seven
Mighty Elohim Speak
I Am the Elohim of INVOCATION and RHYTHM, who brings to you and all life – through
the use of the Violet Fire – infinite FREEDOM, when you desire it enough!
From interstellar space, through all the Planets belonging to this System, I Am constantly
looking for those life streams who desire FREEDOM – FREEDOM from illness, limitation
and distress of every kind! Where will you find that FREEDOM? Right within your own life!

In the beginning of Your Individualization, God Created Your Divine Self Conscious
Intelligence – Your Own Individualized “I AM” – a White Fire Being from the Universal First
Cause, with the capacity to draw forth, from Life, every God Gift you might ever require, to be
able to manifest Perfection.
In the Great Eternal Scheme of things, I Am He Who answers the call of the heartbeat of any
individual when that heart, deeply and sincerely, from within itself, desires to release Life
which has become bound, giving it FREEDOM from disease, from lack, from fear and
limitation of every kind and description. Within that life itself, is the Fullness – the Fullness of
Almighty God!
I Want to bring you into your feeling worlds, the realization that, within your own life, is every
Quality and Power you could ever possibly require, to bring about God Mastery for yourself
and for your fellowman.
How I Love you, Sons and Daughters of FREEDOM! You are those who have chosen to give
of your own Life Energy, in Commanding and Demanding, from the Universal Law, Gifts,
Powers and Blessings for this recalcitrant race, for this Earth which We Originally Created in
such Perfection, which We Designed in such Love, which We Fed with such Constancy and
which has fallen into such shadows, that it actually groans as it turns upon its axis.
Life (which is Light Essence) quiescent, contains, within Itself, All the Power of the Universal
First Cause, which Created the System, the Galaxy and the entire Universe to which you
belong. This same Life (Light) flows from the Heart of the Great Central Sun, through Your
Own White Fire Being, then through Your I AM Presence, into and through your physical
heart, animating your world. Within that Light, Beloved Ones, is anything and everything that
you require! From that same Primal Life and Light We Created the Planet on which you
presently abide, as well as All the Planets of this System. From that Light do Helios and Vesta
give, to you, the Radiation of the Sun in the Heavens. From that same Life has the Beloved
Jesus given you the Miracles, Marvels and Mastery, which mankind recognizes with more than
ordinary feeling of gratitude, especially at the Christmas Season.
Today, I urge you, with all the Intensity and Pressure of My Being, to develop your life, develop
the Qualities of Perfection which are within it. Call forth what you wish, from the Heart of that
Life which flows from God, and Call to Me, if you wish to release into outer manifestation,
from within your own life, whatever Powers, Qualities, Gifts and Activities are required to
Perfect your own individual world and that of your fellowman. Wherever there is One life
stream who sincerely desires FREEDOM and, in constant RHYTHM, Invokes and Commands
it, there shall I Be to give that One assistance, until that FREEDOM is physically manifest.
In the drawing forth and developing of Our Solar System, the Seven Elohim (Who Are the
Builders of Creation) are well qualified to bring to you an understanding of the conscious
Power of Precipitation. Today, through this magnificent “Force Field,” We are writing upon
your life consciousness with the Energy of Our Feelings; giving you an explanation of the very

activities in which We Engaged, while drawing forth this Universe from Primal Light. You, in
turn, may give this Gift to Mankind.
The Radiation, Power and Powers of the Seven Elohim and Eloah and the constant application
of the Seven Steps to Precipitation (if Rhythmically and conscientiously called forth) will bring
the life streams on this planet to Mastery, in the Power of Precipitation. We cannot urge you,
too strongly, to follow through with the concentration upon the Pattern you desire to manifest,
to contemplate that Pattern in its completeness and then to practice, practice, practice, until that
precipitation, following along through the “steps” We have given you, is made physically
manifest, out pictured as the Perfection of the Design which you have been holding in your
mind.
Seven Steps to Precipitation
Let Me review, again, the activities of the Elohim, so that I may show you where My Part in
the Cosmic Building fits in.
First: The Mighty Hercules’ WILL TO DO (DECISION). Nothing ever can be accomplished
here or anywhere else, until the life stream (Ascended or unascended) wills, within, itself to
do, to act, to cooperate with some portion of the God Intelligence.
Second: Then comes the Quality of Cassiopea, with His Power of PERCEPTION
(ILLUMINATION), showing One the Perfect thing to do, getting the clear picture of the
pattern or design to be Precipitated.
Third: Next comes the LOVE of the Mighty Orion, holding constantly to the original pattern
and Vision of Perfection and feeding the feelings of Divine LOVE and Light into it, until the
complete manifestation appears.
Fourth: The PURITY of Beloved Claire (Elohim of Purity), holds the Perfect Pattern steady
and unchanged, holding to the Purity and Symmetry of the Original Design.
Fifth: Then comes the Quality of Vista, CONCENTRATION (and CONSECRATION), the
Power to stay with one pattern and one idea until it is lowered into form, instead of letting the
mind flit from one design to another, for, in such procedure, nothing at all is made manifest.
You see, it is in following through with the mathematical Science of Precipitation, that you
gain Mastery and results.
Sixth: As our Beloved Brother, the Elohim of Peace, Serves Life upon the Sixth Ray, ordinarily
His Activities would come next. However, in the Activities of Precipitation, although I work
upon the Seventh Ray, My Quality of INVOCATION IN RHYTHM comes next, and takes
Sixth place here.

Seventh: This last step is the Sealing of the entire manifestation in the feelings of GOD PEACE,
from the Elohim of Peace, Himself. So far as the Power of Precipitation is concerned, the
activities of Our Two Rays are inverted.
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Arcturus Continues with Part 2
Rhythm of Application
As I stated above, My specific contribution to the Building of Form is the Activity of
INVOCATION IN RHYTHM, of the constant feeding of the desired form, to be out pictured,
with Life Energy, until it is not only a manifest thing, but Symmetrically Perfect, as well. You
see, the constancy of RHYTHM gives symmetry to the form to be manifest. RHYTHM and
constancy of application are absolutely essential in bringing about the manifestation of your
desired design.
If you will observe nature, you will easily recognize the absolute RHYTHM by which all
creation takes place, the rising and setting of the sun, the incoming and outgoing of the tides,
the recurrent seasons – all in an absolute and Perfect RHYTHM. Those of you who have any
practical knowledge of the value of rhythmic, deep breathing, will understand that, in the
balanced RHYTHM produced in the four lower bodies, by the use of the deep and majestic
breath, there could be no disharmony that would remain in your feeling world for any length
of time. For those who are subject to the expression of violent emotions, I can but recommend
the practice of deep and rhythmic breathing, for YOU WILL FIND IT AN IMPOSSIBILITY
TO STAY IN A STATE OF DISCORDANT AGITATION, IF YOU WILL USE THE DEEP
AND RHYTHMIC BREATH – FEELING THAT YOU BREATHE THE BREATH OF THE
ALMIGHTY CREATOR, HIMSELF. THIS SLOWS DOWN THOSE AGITATED
VIBRATIONS OF THE SURGING SEA OF EMOTION.

In the early Golden Ages, Beloved Ones, when the Archangels and the Ascended Masters just
naturally walked and talked with unascended mankind, the Magnificent Perfection which was
drawn forth, by the Power of INVOCATION, was brought about as a result of the
understanding of the necessity for RHYTHM OF INVOCATION and application. This was
necessary in order to have a constancy of outflow of the energy from above. This constancy of
the release of perfection, called forth from the Godhead, made it possible for the atmosphere
of Earth to be kept completely free of disease, disintegration and all manner of human shadow.
In the World of Form, mankind pays fairly regular attention to the RHYTHM of feeding the
body, to the RHYTHM of doing that which affects the comfort of the outer self, but, in the
most important of all – his spiritual activities – RHYTHM is pretty thoroughly forgotten! The
Science of Constancy of Prayer and application is seldom seen. However, to draw forth a
sustained, visible flame, into the physical appearance world, from the Inner Realms, would
require a sanctified, consciously dedicated and consecrated group of life streams who,
rhythmically, at a certain given hour, repeated day after day, would draw forth, by Decree and
Invocation, that Mighty Concentrate from whence the Flame would burst forth into visibility.
It is the same with your individual application. If you were to observe a certain RHYTHM and
make your application (your individual calls) at the same hour every day, you could draw a
much greater Concentrate of Power, and quicker accomplishment, than you do when you make
your application fit into the free hours, which each day may choose to give you. It is the
RHYTHM of the “mass” of the Catholic Church and the RHYTHM of the various Christian
religious services, all through the centuries, which has held the power of the Christian
Dispensation, thus far.
When you observe that same RHYTHM in your working hours, your time for sleep, your time
for relaxation – holding to that symmetry which nature has given you (eight hours for service,
eight hours for sleep, eight hours for relaxation), you will have greater harmony in your
feelings, better health in your bodies, and you will be able to draw forth, from within your own
life, much greater perfection than you can, in spasmodic endeavours at either work or play.
In the Creation of this Planet, Earth, it was the joyous, willing desire of All of the Elohim to
come together, rhythmically, at a given time – for the time being forgetting, mind you, all of
the activities in which their consciousnesses were engaged in the Creation of other Planets, in
other Systems or Galaxies. They poured their Life into the Design given them by Beloved
Helios and Vesta, until the Planet was competed. It was that unbroken RHYTHM of
application, on THEIR part, which made the Earth so Perfect in its Symmetry and Design, so
beautiful and shining in Its Essence, and so magnificent a place for mankind to be able to take
embodiment.
Keep On Keeping On
You see, nothing but your own “giving up”, abandoning your project before it is competed, can
possibly prevent your eventual precipitation. When once the RHYTHM has been established,
stay with your pattern, until the energy required flows into it, in rhythmic release!
Throughout the ages, mankind (even spiritually inclined souls with Great Light), for some
reason or other, refuse to accept the Truth that – if you follow through with Precision the Seven
“steps” (Powers) of the Elohim in Creation – you must have manifestation. That is, of course,
unless you stop your RHYTHM before manifestation appears! If We had ceased our activities
even one hour before the Earth was completed, All of Our Work, of such a long time, would

have in vain (and I shall not tell you just how long we gave Our Service to the Creation of this
Planet).
Also, had We discontinued our RHYTHM before the Earth’s completion, the Planet would
have begun to disintegrate and return to the unformed. We continued and continued, RHYTHM
after RHYTHM, making no mental note at all of just how long it would take. We just came
back again and again, rhythmically pouring Our Light, Love and Visualizations of Perfection,
even if it were to take the rest of Eternity! We just Loved that which We were doing. Then, one
day, I remember it so clearly, IT WAS COMPLETED! The Earth began to revolve on Her Axis
and We Heard the Words, “It is finished!”
So it is the same in every application, from the smallest personal thing with which you may
desire to experiment in precipitation in your home life, to the Greatest Cosmic Endeavour,
which may take in the Evolution of an Entire Galaxy. If you will “KEEP ON KEEPING ON,”
observing the Laws from the Spiritual Octaves, as they have been given to Us, and as We now
give them to you, you must have manifestation! We will help you if you wish Us to do so.
Make Your Call to Us and We Will Answer you!
Then, when your precipitation lies visible and tangible within your hands, or stands completed
before you, will you Know that it did not come to you by happenstance, and that it is not just a
Gift of Faith. You will know that it is a Precipitation direct from the Universal.
Let us here, again, consider those “Seven Steps:”
First: There must come your WILL (DECISION) to have your manifestation.
Second: There must come your PERCEPTION (ILLUMINATION) of what you wish to
precipitate.
Third: You must LOVE to create it.
Fourth: You must have PURITY of consciousness to hold your pattern, untouched by any
imperfection or the changing of its design.
Fifth: There must be CONCENTRATION upon your original design.
Seventh: There must be RHYTHM of application in Decree and Silent Mental Thought Force.
Sixth: Your feeling of God PEACE must case it around, to hold its Perfection Protected and
Sustained. Call to the Elohim of Peace, to so Seal your manifestation in his Flame of Cosmic
Christ Peace, that disintegration never touches it until such time as it has completed the service
for which it was created.
When any form has completed its blessing to this world and thereby served its purpose, the
process of etherealization is the dignified way for it to be disintegrated and its component parts
return to the Universal from whence they came, not through the processes of decay and
fermentation. That Substance should be released as We do it in Our Octave, through the
direction, into it, of the Freedom Flame (Violet Transmuting Flame), in Gratitude for its Service. As the Violet Fire is projected into the Heart of the Manifestation to be released, the
Magnetic Pull Upon the Electrons, which have been held there, releases, and the Electrons

return to the Sun for Repolarization. So should all things of this world be sent back to the
Universal First Cause when they have completed the Service for which they were originally
brought into being.
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